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FBI records- show that at-the same 
time . bureau . officials:. were-  trying 
to-convince President Johnson that 
the-'FBI "had-absolutelx-:. no clue 
that Lee Harvey _asireildawaa -a 
potential aseassinia', the-. late_ FBI 
Director J. Edgar- Hoover-ordered 
1'7 agents punished-feu-failing to= 
put Oswald_- .ofi- the potential-  as- 
sassin list:-  _. ' - -.- 	• - - ':- • 	4 

The Hoover memo,., written-. a week, 
after the Nov.-22,-186-assassination-of •'. , 
artMetly in Dallas, is-.nob- inanded ire I 
the 40,000 pages. otraw FBI date-mid 
public this weelt-ltwas made 
to The News by Sen. Richard Schweik 
(R-Pa.), who obtained it from the 
more than a year-ago. 	 -:- 

Although the material released -- this 1  
week includes several memos by FBI ,  
brass defending their failure to warn--.1 
the Secret Service about Oswald, naval 
are no memos questioning the failure. .1 

In fact, one • FBI memo notes that! 
-the Secret-  Service_ eventually agreed 
that Oswald did not meet_the criteria tad 
be Included as a potential assassi 
(Neither the- FBI: nor Secret Servi 
knew at the time that Oswald had sho 
at former Army Hal: Gen, Edwin W - 
er a few weeks- earlier.-.:----• - ' .:-.-:, 

Hoover was •furioni 7at the. pert 
ance of the- Dallas-EBLoffIce before th 
assassina Um. Infecine • to headquar= 

in fall pessessicafretY -Locales can 

frilly  
tars aides, herwrote7p. _ . 	nla one 

claim Oswaldeilditalell.:-withint"these 
criteria" (for piacementFiiii the-security 
index). Special.:Agentlinaes.Hosty hatil 
interviewed Oswald Clew weeks-before 
the shooting. ••••,.....,_ . -. 	. - = -- 	--L-- t, 

Hoover ordered-  thit 17 Fill-enk,  
ployes, including • three: special agents. 
In-charge and two headquarters sectioni 
chiefs, be .censured or•placed on probei 
Lion. 

FBI officials said yesterday that the 
Hoover memo-  would probably- • be 
released when a second batch of 40,000 
pages is made public in a few weeks. 

The newly released FBI documents 
also show that the bureau was, in eto 
feet, conducting an investigation within 
an investigation. Not only were the 
agents trying to find out-whata.motivat-
ed Oswald, they wanted to know what 
motivated .1.1..ee Rankin, the Warren 
Commission chief counsel, who was 
sending over assignments for the FBI. 

In a February 1964 memo, an FBI.  
official alalyxed just why Rankin want-
ed to ',mow how long it took to travel. 
between -vlations locations • in Dallas, 
Rankin was being close-lipped with hisl 
FBI investigators and . the agents re-I 
viewed each assignment • to find out 
where the probe was going.  


